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Track: Hard (2) 

Chance of Rain: 0% 

Expected Conditions: Sunny and Dry 

 

 

A Group 1 for Glory and Prestige of being Mad 

Cunt 

	
	

Sean Penza 
$2.10 

 

 

All eyes on this bloke for good reason. Long 

time owner Kristy Ryan has decided its time 

for this hairy beast to give up the racing and 

head to the paddock for retirement. Will be 

out to show he still has what it takes to win at 

Group 1 level, and has previous good form at 

track and distance. Recent form is also of the 

highest quality having lasted 3 hours into a 

11 hour music festival and it will take efforts 

like that along with an incredible ability to 

speak 3 different languages simultaneously 

after a few drinks to have this bloke 

challenging for the top honour. Big Chance. 

Mark Swain 
$16.00 

 

The absolute enigma of the field. This bloke 

could run 10 lengths last or have an 

insurmountable lead halfway through day 1 

such is the potential yet also completely lack 

of consistency. The length of time this mans 

shirt stays on each day will go a big way to 

deciding how close he goes. Will make his 

presence felt at some stage, literally, as a 

propensity to bite might reduce the 

opposition and increase his chances. 

 



Anthony Venuto 
$21.00 

 

 

Has ability but this colt is at best a high 

quality sprinter. Staying ability severely under 

question but there is no doubt may look the 

winner early in the race, if he can hold on 

might be a hope for the multiples. Has nasty 

habit of attacking other runners in the race to 

advance his own position including a famous 

incident attacking one of the fancied runners 

Penza when it appeared they were on the 

same team.  Has been telling anyone who will 

listen – and even those who wont, that he is 

“shredding for vegas” which could result in 

an absolute disaster dropping out of the race 

3 bloody marys into night 1, we will have to 

wait and see. 

Alex Rowe 
$21.00 

 

A massive crowd favourite, in his prime 

people would come to the track just to see 

this guy ply his trade, such was his ability and 

confidence. No fillys in this field so don’t 

expect him to get too fired up in the 

mounting yard pre race which was a big 

problem for this guy in Melbourne. Probably 

cant win but gee, you never want to write off 

someone with as many runs on the board as 

Alex. Has experience at the track and 

certainly wont die wondering. 



Brad Clifton 
$1.90 

 

 

A change of owners for this much loved star 

now being owned by the Chicago based 

Kaminski stable after winning virtually all 

there was to win in Australia. Punters will 

have question marks about his ability to still 

perform at the top level given the sub-

standard quality of races he now faces, and 

the fact he looks gravely ill everytime he is 

spotted in public. However there is no doubt 

this bloke will literally stay all day and with 

his unparalleled ability to fall asleep while 

standing and get a mid race rest and then 

carry on is world famous (Keilor Thailand 

Stakes of ‘09 & numerous CQ Handicaps) and 

has proven time and time again that he will 

be there when the whips are cracking. 

Harley Pockett 
$31.00 

 
 

A potential darkhorse in the field? Not 

according to punters who have serious 

doubts on this blokes ability to go the 

distance. Could be a bit of niggle with fellow 

runner penza, as the two have clased 

previously at a local DFO, however this didn’t 

end well for Pockett as he was swifty put to 

sleep and escorted out of the building. 

Rumours out of rival stables that doesn’t take 

to kindly to the beers and this could be his 

undoing, but if the sneezer gets on a roll who 

knows how far it could carry him. 



Brent Ryan 
$26.00 

 

 

One of the more intriguing runners in the 

field, having been retired and sent to the 

breeding barn, his owner Coby has now 

decided his job has been done there and 

more prizemoney is required and has sent 

him back to the track! Incredible scenes this 

bloke thought races at Las Vegas might’ve 

been a distant memory but here he is. Could 

be a step below the best but does have 

recent outstanding form alongside the highly 

fancied Tobin and Penza runners in the 

Kristys 30th Birthday Stakes – definite place 

chance. 

Stephen Tobin 
$1.90 

 

Strong bloodlines and this runner has not 

disappointed since he burst on the scene in 

the Hawthorn/Commercial Road provincial 

circuit in early 2006. Has put bar and club 

owners all across the worlds kids through 

high school and university as when this 

blokes wallet opens it doesn’t close until the 

night is over or its stolen. His form at this 

track is a huge plus having already previously 

visited the local hospital early on a trip only 

to still well and truly salute the judges first. 

Always gives his backers great value and will 

be there again front and centre, and at the 

very least his phone going missing is almost a 

certainty. 



Robbie Ryan 
$41.00 

 

 

2nd of 2 runners from the Ryan stable and the 

punters don’t rate this bloke much of hope to 

take it out. Has been known to drink plenty 

but can get a little too cosy with the wrong 

people and previous trips to the toilet have 

resulted in some solid sleep time which may 

work against him down the stretch. Biggest 

plus is this takes place nowhere near fountain 

gate so this bloke doesn’t have to worry 

about potentially being stabbed for a second 

time. 

Con Boulionis 
$5002.00 

 

Where to start - If this is the best the Greek 

stables are willing to put forward, you really 

have to wonder the terrible form stablemate 

Nick Pagonis must be in. Bigger odds than 

Leicester winning the EPL and more of a sure 

thing than Newcastle getting relegated is this 

fella not finishing the race, many punters 

questioning why his owners even entered 

him to begin with. Potentially the best drinker 

in Las Vegas but not in top 5 people on this 

trip, you’d be better off keeping your cash in 

your pocket. 

 


